Abstract: Flowing black holes are asymptotically locally AdS spacetimes that are stationary but have non-Killing horizons. Holographically, they are dual to a steadystate heat flow in the boundary field theory. We investigate the stability of these black holes in the limit in which they are well-described by the relativistic conformal NavierStokes equations. More precisely, we study the quasi-normal modes of the linearized ideal fluid equations. Though we find no unstable modes, there are an infinite number at finite transverse momentum which are arbitrarily long-lived. This suggests the possibility that either non-modal effects or nonlinear interactions between these modes can give rise to new types of gravitational instabilities.
Introduction
It is easy to conceive of steady-state systems that are out of global thermal equilibrium. Consider, for example, the flow of heat between thermal reservoirs of different temperatures. If the reservoirs have finite entropy, such a system will eventually equilibrate to global thermal equilibrium. However, if the reservoirs have infinite entropy, it is possible to maintain a steady-state heat flow between them.
In the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence [1] [2] [3] , such systems are dual to an interesting class of asymptotically locally AdS black holes. To see this, suppose a holographic field theory is put in such a steady-state configuration (with the infiniteentropy thermal reservoirs provided by e.g. nondynamical black holes or heat baths at asymptotic infinity). One would conclude that the gravitational bulk dual must be stationary and contain a horizon of non-constant temperature, i.e. a stationary, non-Killing horizon. We will refer to such geometries as "flowing black holes". Their existence was first motivated in [4] , and examples were later constructed numerically in [5, 6] 1 .
While these solutions could have been conceived without the aid of holography, there are a number of theorems in general relativity forbidding the existence of stationary black holes with non-Killing horizons [8] [9] [10] . These theorems, however, require the crucial assumption that the black hole horizon be compactly generated. Indeed, we may understand the physical content of these theorems via standard black hole thermodynamics: heat flow generates entropy, and thus a flowing horizon can only be stationary if it contains asymptotic regions to which this entropy can be drained. Thus any compact, stationary horizon must be in thermal equilibrium.
Regardless of any holographic interpretation, the novelty of flowing black holes makes them interesting objects in their own right. However, they are difficult to construct, even numerically. Fortunately, the fluid/gravity correspondence [11, 12] provides a limit in which flowing black holes are well-described by a hydrodynamic approximation. Specifically, when the (suitably-defined) local temperature scale of the horizon is much higher than any other characteristic inverse length scale, we expand the vacuum Einstein equation with negative cosmological constant in gradients. Under such an expansion, the Einstein equation reduces to the relativistic Navier-Stokes equation describing a conformal fluid on the conformal AdS boundary.
This observation leads to a fascinating question: since stationary fluid flows are typically unstable at high enough Reynolds number Re, can high-temperature flowing black holes exhibit analogous instabilities? If so, high-temperature flowing black holes would exhibit phenomena akin to the end states of fluid instabilities, including other steady-state solutions, periodic solutions such as Kármán vortex streets, or fullydeveloped turbulence. Such instabilities would be quite distinct from the currently known gravitational ones, such as Gregory-Laflamme [13] or superradiance [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , though perhaps similar to the recently discovered instability of [19, 20] .
In this Paper, we will begin to address the stability of flowing black holes in four dimensions by perturbing its dual three-dimensional ideal conformal fluid. In particular, we will study the linear stability of a laminar flow over a gravitational potential well. We will focus on computing quasi-normal modes (QNMs) of the linearized fluid equations, a procedure which in some nonrelativistic fluid contexts is called an Orr-Sommerfeld analysis. While turbulent black hole horizons have been studied in the context of AdS/CFT [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , all work to date has involved the evolution of initial data that is far from steady-state. Instead, we are specifically interested in studying stability, which inherently involves perturbing stationary solutions.
To be more concrete, our fluid lies on a three-dimensional background metric g ab . In the hydrodynamic limit, the fluid is described by the local fluid temperature T (x) and velocity field u a (x). The collective dynamics of these fields are governed by the conservation of the stress tensor, ∇ a T ab = 0, (1.1) where the stress tensor and dynamical variables are related through the constitutive relation for a conformal fluid,
Here, c eff is the effective CFT central charge, which is related to the bulk four-dimensional Newton's constant G N and AdS length by c eff = 2 /(16πG N ). The first term in (1.2) describes the stress tensor of an ideal conformal fluid; the second term Π ab encodes viscous corrections which are organized in a gradient expansion in the fluid fields T , u a . The flowing black holes in [5, 6] were confirmed to be well-described by the effective fluid description (1.1) at sufficiently high temperatures.
In this Paper we study the stability of linear perturbations of the ideal fluid equations, i.e. (1.1) with Π ab = 0. However, we caution that while linear analysis accurately describes the stability of some solutions to the Navier-Stokes equation 2 , there are many fluid instabilities that are not well-captured by this approach. For example, consider three prototypical solutions of the nonrelativistic Navier-Stokes equations: Hagen-Poiseuille, plane Poiseuille, and plane Couette, shown schematically in Figure 1 . All three of these flows are unstable at high enough Re, but in an Orr-Sommerfeld analysis only plane Poiseuille flow exhibits unstable modes [30] . Moreover, experiments on plane Poiseuille flow found turbulence at a much lower Re than the one predicted by linear analysis [26] [27] [28] [29] . Nevertheless, linear analysis has served as an important starting point for investigating the stability of these systems.
Like in Hagen-Poiseuille and Couette flow, we will find no unstable modes in our conformal fluid. However, the modes we do find can have arbitrarily small damping at finite transverse momentum, which may possibly lead to instabilities through nonlinear coupling or non-modal effects [31] . The former of these could potentially be tied to the parametric resonance instability of near-extremal Kerr [32] , wherein nonlinear coupling between long-lived modes allows energy to transfer between them. This Paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review the derivation of QNMs as poles of the retarded Green's function. In Section 3, we compute the QNMs of the linearized ideal conformal fluid equations on a stationary background flow over a gravitational potential. We will consider both an analytically tractable toy model where the gravitational potential is taken to be a finite step well, and also a smooth well which we treat numerically. In Section 4, we make some comments on the effect of including viscous corrections, and we discuss our results in Section 5.
Review of Quasinormal Modes and Linear Response
Let us review the construction of quasi-normal modes (QNMs), with particular emphasis on deriving the boundary conditions that they must obey 3 . In many gravitational contexts, solutions to linearized equations asymptotically behave (at large spatial coordinate x, say) as
for complex frequency ω. These solutions are left-moving and right-moving waves traveling at the speed of light. To construct QNMs, one usually imposes asymptotic outgoing boundary conditions by setting A − = 0. These conditions are consistent with the intuition that QNMs physically govern excitations that eventually leave a globally hyperbolic patch. However, as can be seen from (2.1), outgoing modes with Im(ω) < 0 diverge at spatial infinity, so decaying QNMs should not be individually thought of as physical excitations. Rather, their physical purpose is to bound the intermediate-time evolution of initial data of compact support (see e.g. [33] for details).
In our analysis, we will instead encounter situations where the asymptotic solutions behave as
for some complex wave numbers K ± (ω) which are nonlinear in ω. In this case, it is no longer clear what is meant by "outgoing". Therefore, rather than appealing to such a notion, we will instead study quasi-normal modes through their definition as the poles of retarded Green's functions.
Linear response in second-order systems
Let us review the theory of linear response by following [33, 34] for familiar examples. Consider the linear, hyperbolic second-order PDE
for some potential V (x) and spatial coordinate x with infinite extent. Here, Φ may be any field, though for pedagogical purposes we will later take Φ to be a Klein-Gordon field.
The purpose of a linear analysis is to understand how compactly-supported initial data evolves under (2.3). It is thus convenient to introduce the Laplace transform of Φ, 4) where instead of the usual Laplace transform variable s we have used s = −iω for later convenience. As long as Φ(t, x) is bounded in time (and even if it diverges more slowly than exponentially), the above transform converges in the upper half-plane Im(ω) > 0. Then in terms of φ ω (x), (2.3) becomes
where a dot denotes differentiation with respect to t. Specifying initial data (Φ(0, x),Φ(0, x)) gives the source term J ω (x), after which (2.5) can be solved with suitable boundary conditions to yield φ ω . The resulting solution can be written in terms of the retarded Green's function G ω (x; x ) of L:
Finally, the time-domain solution Φ(t, x) is obtained by inverting the Laplace transform,
where c > 0 is chosen to be large enough so that the contour of integration lies above any singularities of φ ω in the complex ω-plane.
To identify general features of the time evolution of Φ in response to some initial data, it is useful to consider deforming the contour of integration in the Laplace transform (2.7) into the lower half-plane. Generically, φ ω (x) will not be analytic in the entire complex ω-plane, and the time evolution of Φ(t, x) can be interpreted in terms of these non-analyticities. In fact, it is clear that the analytic structure of φ ω (x) in the complex ω-plane is inherited from the analytic structure of G ω (x; x ), and thus to understand these non-analyticities we only need to understand those of the retarded Green's function.
To that end, recall that given two linearly independent solutions φ ± ω to the homogeneous equation Lφ ± ω = 0, a Green's function of L can be constructed as
where
is the Wronskian 4 of φ − ω and φ + ω and Θ(x) is the Heaviside theta function. Because G ω is a retarded Green's function, it must be bounded in space so that evolution of compactly supported initial data remains bounded. Thus the linearly independent functions φ ± ω must be chosen to vanish at x → ±∞ whenever Im(ω) > 0. The Green's function so obtained can then be analytically continued to the lower halfplane, and its analytic structure will determine the time evolution of Φ(t, x) via the inverse Laplace transform (2.7). As we will see, it is the requirement that φ ± ω vanish at x → ±∞ for Im(ω) > 0 that determines the boundary conditions defining QNMs. by deforming the contour into the lower half-plane, the inverse Laplace transform can be divided into three contributions. These contributions consist of a semicircle C at infinity which gives the (short time) prompt response, a discrete sum Q over the poles of G ω which give the (intermediate-time) quasinormal ringing, and the branch cut B which gives the (late-time) power-law tail.
A massless scalar field
To make this construction more concrete, consider the simple case where Φ is a massless scalar field on an asymptotically flat spacetime (e.g. on a Schwarzschild spacetime, in which case we take x to be the Regge-Wheeler tortoise coordinate r * ). Then V (x) vanishes asymptotically, and the asymptotic solutions to the homogeneous equation Lφ ω = 0 behave as
Requiring G ω (x; x ) to decay asymptotically for Im(ω) > 0 thus requires that we choose φ ± ω (x → ±∞) ∼ e ±iωx . This uniquely specifies φ ± ω everywhere in x, and allows the construction of G ω (x; x ).
The resulting analytic structure of G ω (x; x ) was studied by Leaver [35] (see [36] for a more general treatment). Typically, G ω (x; x ) has branch points at ω = 0 and ω = ∞, and poles that lie in either of the lower complex quadrants, as shown schematically in Figure 2 . When the contour of integration for the inverse Laplace transform (shown in Figure 2(a) ) is deformed into the lower half-plane, it can be split into three pieces Figure 3 . The location of the branch cut corresponding to the branch point at ω = 0 of G ω need not lie along the negative imaginary axis. Here, we show a possible alternative choice of cut, as well as the associated integration contour for (2.7). Note that with this choice of branch cut, poles that appeared in Figure 2 now lie on a secondary Riemann surface (behind the cut), and therefore do not contribute to the discrete sum Q . Instead, they are contained in the branch cut contribution B , so that the resulting time evolution Φ(t, x) is unchanged.
(shown in Figure 2 (b)):
• A semicircle C at infinity, encoding the prompt response of the system. This is the short-time response of the system to the initial compactly-supported perturbation as it propagates along the light cone, and is in fact the only contribution to the Green's function in flat space.
• The poles Q in the lower quadrants, corresponding to the quasi-normal modes of the system. These govern the system at intermediate times, when it exhibits exponentially decaying "ringing".
• The branch cut contribution B (when a branch point exists), giving the latetime power-law tails that follow the quasi-normal ringing. These power-law tails mostly result from the portion of the integration contour lying near the branch point at ω = 0.
The perturbation Φ(t, x) can thus be decomposed intro three pieces corresponding to each of these contributions:
While the locations of poles and branch points of G ω are fixed, note that there is some arbitrariness in where to draw the branch cut connecting the branch points 5 . While it is conventional to take the branch cut to lie along the negative imaginary axis, it is permissible to choose it to lie anywhere else in the lower half-plane, e.g. as in Figure 3 . It is even possible to choose the cut so that some poles of G ω lie on a secondary Riemann surface, which would move the contribution of these poles from Φ Q (t, x) to Φ B (t, x). However, as long as the integration contour for (2.7) never crosses branch points or poles, the final expression for Φ(t, x) will be unchanged. Thus the freedom to change the location of the branch cut corresponds to the ambiguity in defining Φ Q and Φ B , which can be interpreted as an ambiguity in the notion of "intermediate time".
The QNMs are appealing to study because they can be extracted from the linear operator L relatively easily. From (2.8), the QNMs correspond to those ω for which φ Note that these are precisely the outgoing boundary conditions (2.1) stated above. However, we emphasise that the purpose of this discussion was to highlight that from the perspective of linear response and Green's functions, there is no consideration of the meaning of "outgoing". Instead, these boundary conditions are imposed by the requirement that the Green's functions exhibit the appropriate spatial decay when Im(ω) > 0.
A massive scalar field
We will find that our fluid system exhibits a more complicated analytic structure in the complex ω plane than the massless scalar field. To illustrate this with a familiar example, take Φ to be a massive scalar field with mass m on an asymptotically flat spacetime, as studied in e.g. [37] [38] [39] . Then asymptotically, V (x) → m 2 = 0, and thus the asymptotic solutions to the homogeneous equation Lφ ω = 0 behave like
Unlike the massless case, these solutions introduce branch points at ω = ±m, which prevents them from being cleanly interpreted as "outgoing" or "incoming". Analyticity in the upper half-plane requires us to take the associated branch cut either on or below the real axis; we make the choice shown in Figure 4 . Spatial decay at infinity whenever Im(ω) > 0 then fixes the boundary conditions to impose on the solutions φ ± ω the fact that if the domain is compactified, the cut should resolve into a line of closely-spaced poles. However, within the context of a single infinite-domain problem there is nothing to specify where the cut should go. . The analytic structure of the retarded Green's function G ω of the massive scalar field in the complex ω-plane. In addition to the usual poles and branch point at ω = 0, there are two new branch points at ω = ±m. We connect them with a cut along the real axis, though in principle the cut can be taken to lie anywhere in the lower half-plane. The contour of integration for the inverse Laplace transform (2.7) is again drawn as a dashed line; note that the contribution B from the branch cut now contains an extended portion along the real axis.
from which we construct the Green's function:
where we take the branch cut of the square root to be the standard one (i.e. the branch cut lies where 1 − m 2 /ω 2 < 0). Then the inverse Laplace transform (2.7) can again be decomposed into three contributions: one from the semicircle C, one from the set of QNMs Q, and one from the T-shaped branch cut B, as illustrated in Figure 4 . As in the massless case, there is substantial freedom in the choice of where to locate the branch cuts. For instance, they could also be chosen to extend into the lower half-plane. In some sense, our choice is natural in that it is a small deviation from the branch cut structure in the massless case above. We reiterate that despite this freedom, any choice gives the same time evolution Φ(t, x).
It is now clear that the poles of G ω (x; x ) correspond to those ω at which there exists a solution to Lφ QNM ω = 0 that behaves as
Though these boundary conditions cannot be interpreted cleanly as "outgoing", they follow straightforwardly from an analytic continuation of the retarded Green's function.
Generalization to higher differential order
We will find that our fluid system yields a third-order differential equation, so we conclude this Section by extending the above analysis to higher differential order. The essence of the discussion is unchanged, so we proceed schematically. Consider the n thorder linear differential operator 15) and take x to have infinite extent and assume that the q i (x) become constant at large x. Then asymptotically, the n linearly independent solutions to the homogeneous problem Lφ = 0 behave as e λ i x for some exponents λ i (which will depend on the asymptotic values of the q i ). Generically, the λ i will be distinct and have non-vanishing real part, and each of the e λ i x vanishes at either x → −∞ or x → ∞. Let us therefore split up these linearly independent solutions by the boundary at which they vanish:
where we use the superscripts ± when useful as reminders of where the φ ± x vanish. Note that these conditions are not sufficient to fix the φ ± i uniquely, but they are sufficient to ensure that (as long as the λ i are all distinct) the sets {φ It is then straightforward to construct the generalization of the Green's function (2.8) via e.g. the method of undetermined coefficients. We obtain
where W (x ) is the Wronskian of all the {φ i }, while W j (x ) is the Wronskian of the {φ i } \ φ j :
This Green's function decays at infinity and is invariant under redefinitions of the φ i that leave the conditions (2.16) invariant. It is thus the correct Green's function for constructing solutions to the inhomogeneous differential equation Lφ = J with φ subject to vanishing boundary conditions at infinity. As a check, note that it reproduces (2.8) when n = 2, p = 1. Now, if the differential operator L arose from the Laplace transform of some hyperbolic PDE (as in (2.5)), then the linearly independent solutions φ i -and therefore also G(x; x ) -will depend on the Laplace variable ω. To obtain QNMs, we then proceed just as in the second-order case. First, in the upper half-plane Im(ω) > 0, the linearly independent solutions {φ i } are defined by the asymptotic decay conditions (2.16). These in turn are used to construct the Green's function G(x; x ), which will be analytic everywhere in the upper half-plane Im(ω) > 0. Then G(x; x ) is analytically continued to the lower half-plane, and its poles are identified as the QNMs. From (2.17), these poles correspond to zeros of the Wronskian W (x ), or those ω for which the {φ i } are not linearly independent. But by construction, each of the sets {φ 
Linear Perturbations of the Ideal Fluid
In this section, we study the QNMs of perturbations of an ideal, laminar flow of a conformal fluid. We describe the background flow, then consider perturbations first for a gravitational finite step well, then for a smooth gravitational well.
Stationary Background Flows
We consider fluid flows in the background spacetime
where f is some function with f (±∞) = 1. Recall that when |f (x) − 1| 1, we can think of Φ N (x) ≡ f (x) − 1 as a Newtonian potential. We will therefore often refer to f (x) as the gravitational potential through which the fluid flows.
We take the background fluid flow u µ 0 , normalized to u 2 0 = −1, to be a stationary laminar flow in the x-direction with translational invariance in y:
which has the feature that
Without loss of generality, we take the flow to be in the positive-x direction. Let us therefore define v ∞ ≡ v 0 (−∞) and T ∞ ≡ T 0 (−∞) to be the upstream fluid velocity and temperature, respectively. Any nontrivial potential f (x) will also come equipped with a characteristic length scale L over which it varies, so the dimensionless parameters characterizing the flow are v ∞ and LT ∞ . But recall from the discussion in Section 1 that the latter of these controls the gradient expansion, with the hydrodynamic approximation requiring LT 1. Then since the ideal fluid equations come from the leading-order terms in the gradient expansion, the ideal fluid flow depends on LT ∞ only as an overall normalization for LT 0 (x). Thus the only nontrivial parameter that characterizes such flows is v ∞ .
For a background flow that varies only in x, one of the fluid equations can be immediately integrated at any order in the hydrodynamic expansion,
where the constant of proportionality was fixed by recalling that f (x → −∞) = 1 and that the viscous terms Π ab vanish asymptotically.
For the ideal fluid, the remaining equations can be solved exactly and yield
where we have defined α ≡ 2v ∞ 1 − v 2 ∞ ≤ 1. Note the choice of sign: the fluid equations are satisfied for either choice, but consistency with the conditions at infinity requires that the upper (lower) signs be chosen when v ∞ < c s (v ∞ > c s ), where c s = 1/ √ 2 is the speed of sound 8 . If v ∞ = c s , both choices of sign give the correct conditions at infinity.
Requiring v 0 and T 0 to be real imposes a constraint between the asymptotic velocity v ∞ and the maximum value f max of f (x):
Thus if f max > 1, there exists a window of upstream velocities v ∞ centered around c s for which (3.4) are ill-defined 9 . To ensure that real solutions exist, we will therefore restrict our analysis to f (x) ≤ 1. That is, we take the fluid to flow over a gravitational potential "well".
Perturbation Equations
Let us now consider linear perturbations of the ideal stationary flow (3.4). Due to the translational invariance and stationarity of the background flow, we will decompose linear perturbations into Fourier modes e −iωt+iky . We thus write the flow as
where u µ 0 and T 0 are the stationary solutions (3.4). Note that the perturbation of u has been written so that it satisfies the linearized normalization condition u 2 = −1. The linearized fluid equations are obtained by inserting (3.6) into the ideal fluid equations and expanding to linear order in the perturbation fields. Using the equations of motion obeyed by the background flow (3.4), we find that these linearized equations can be written in the form
where the coefficients a i (f ) are algebraic functions of the well profile f (x), and the source terms S x , S y , and S T contain no derivatives and are linear in the perturbation fields. These coefficients and source terms are given explicitly in Appendix A.1.
This system of equations (3.7) can be rewritten in terms of a single third-order master equation for δv x :
where the coefficients q i (x) contain k, ω, and f (x) and its derivatives. A solution to the above equation then allows us to reconstruct δv y and δT from δv x and its first two derivatives. For a given wave number k, (3.7) define an eigenvalue problem for the frequencies ω. Because the equations (3.7) are symmetric under either of the two transformations
we may without loss of generality consider only k ≥ 0 and Re(ω) ≥ 0. We now study this system for two potentials f (x): a toy model step well which yields analytically tractable results, and a smooth well which we approach numerically.
The Step Well
Take the potential f (x) to be a piecewise constant step well:
withf < 1 so that the Newtonian potentialf − 1 is negative. This potential has infinite gradients in f (x), so it isn't properly described by a gradient expansion. Nevertheless, it can be used as a simple toy model to understand the QNM spectrum of the equations (3.7). Moreover, as mentioned in footnote 8, there are discontinuous fluid solutions which are well-described by ideal hydrodynamics; the model being studied here is qualitatively similar to these shock waves. We will focus first on regions of constant f (x), then on how to stitch the solutions across the discontinuities in f (x).
Constant f (x)
Here, we concentrate on the middle region where f (x) =f ; setf = 1 for the other regions. We will dress any objects associated with regions of constant f (x) =f with an overbar; the same objects with no overbar will correspond to regions where f (x) = 1.
Setting f (x) =f , the master equation (3.8) reduces to
wherev is the constant background fluid velocity, which is related to the asymptotic fluid velocity via (3.4a). Any solution to (3.11) can be written as
where A ± and A 0 are constants of integration, and we have also defined the wave numbers
where the speed of sound in this region isc s ≡f / √ 2. From our discussion in Section 2, the branch cut structure of K ± in the complex ω-plane will determine the analytic structure of the retarded Green's function. We therefore highlight the fact that for k = 0,ν (and thus K ± ) has branch points in the complex ω-plane at
(3.14)
These branch points are analogous to those at ω = ±m for the massive scalar field discussed in Section 2. Forv <c s , the ω branch (k) are real, and as for the scalar field we take the corresponding branch cut to connect them along the real axis. Forv >c s , the ω branch (k) are imaginary, and we take the branch cut to connect them along the imaginary axis. We illustrate these cuts in Figure 5 . The wave numbers (3.13) define the allowed dispersion relations. Indeed, forv = 0, we find 15) which is just the usual dispersion relation for perturbations of the homogeneous ideal fluid on flat space, and indicates the existence of two sound modes with phase velocity equal to the speed of sound: Similarly, the divergence of K 0 atv = 0 is indicative of a zero mode ω = 0 with phase velocity v 0 phase = 0, as can be checked explicitly from the equations (3.7)
10 . The dispersion relations (3.13) atv = 0 can then be obtained from these three modes via a Lorentz boost. For convenience, we will continue to refer to e iK 0 x as a "zero mode" even at nonzero velocity.
Stitched Solutions
Next, let us stitch our solutions together. At a discontinuity of f (x), f (x) behaves as a delta function, and thus by (3.7) the perturbations will be discontinuous as well. We find that the fluid fields on the left (−) and right (+) sides of a discontinuity are related by the stitching conditions
where the ∆ i depend only on v ∞ and the values f ± of f (x) on either side of the discontinuity. We provide a derivation of these conditions and more explicit expressions in Appendix A.2.
We may now construct full solutions to the linearized equations in the step well (3.10). 10 Note that this is also the reason that K ± become singular whenv = ∓c s : the sound modes (which have phase velocities v ± phase = ±c s atv = 0) become zero modes when boosted to a frame where the background fluid velocity isv = ∓c s . These solutions will take the form
where the subscripts L, M , and R stand for left, middle, and right of the well, respectively, and the unbarred wave numbers K ±,0 can be found from (3.13) by settingf = 1. The stitching conditions (3.17) yield linear equations relating the A ±,0 i on either side of the discontinuities at x = 0 and x = L, and therefore allow us to construct a transfer matrix relating the coefficients on one side of the well to those on the other. We find that  19) where the M ij depend on k, ω,f , v ∞ , and L. Note that two entries of the transfer matrix vanish, implying that the coefficients A 0 i decouple from the other two. As we will discuss later, this decoupling occurs for any f (x), even if f (x) is not piecewise constant.
As an interesting aside, note that the exact solution (3.18) only has branch points in the complex ω-plane at the branch points of K ± and K ± . In particular, unlike the massive scalar field reviewed in Section 2, there is no branch point at ω = 0. Thus the retarded Green's function for the square well, which inherits the branch cut structure of the solutions (3.18), also does not exhibit a branch cut along the negative imaginary axis. This is most likely due to the fact that f (x) differs from unity only in a region of compact support. Indeed, the scalar field Green's function (2.8) only exhibits a branch cut along the imaginary axis whenever the potential V (x) does not vanish identically at sufficiently large x [33] . Thus this feature of our Green's function should be thought of as an artifact of the square well toy model being studied here, and is not expected to hold for more general f (x).
Quasi-normal modes for subsonic flow
We are now prepared to study the QNM spectrum of the step well. Consider first the subsonic case v ∞ < c s . From the discussion in Section 2, determining the boundary conditions requires understanding the behavior of the functions e iK ± x , e iK 0 x when Im(ω) > 0. From (3.13) with v ∞ < c s and Im(ω) > 0, we find
Thus a QNM must behave like e iK − x at x → −∞ and like a superposition of e iK + x and e iK 0 x at x → ∞ 11 . We therefore must have
The QNMs are then defined as functions of v ∞ ,f , L, and k by the transcendental equation
This equation can be solved using any standard root-finding algorithm 12 to obtain the QNM spectrum. Generically, we find that anyf < 1 yields an infinite family of modes at k = 0 which take the form
where α and β are positive constants that depend on v ∞ andf . In Figure 6 , we show the spectrum obtained at k = 0 for various v ∞ andf . Specifically, in Figure 6 (a) we fix v ∞ and varyf ∈ (0.0025, 1 − 2 · 10 −9 ), while in Figure 6 (b) we fixf = 0.5 and vary v ∞ ∈ (0.001, 0.7).
Note the unusual feature that the imaginary part of the modes is independent of the overtone number n; typically, Im(ω n ) decreases (that is, becomes more negative) with increasing n. We suspect the cause of this behavior is the infinitely sharp transition in f (x) at the walls of the well. In a sense, the characteristic length scale over which f (x) is varying is zero, so all the modes have vanishing period relative to this length scale (i.e. Re(ω n ) = 0). Since one would expect the damping of a mode to be determined by its interaction with the background, this implies that all the modes should have the same imaginary part. This explanation cannot be complete, however, as it does not take into account the nonzero width L of the well.
Next, notice that while the k = 0 modes do not vary substantially as the background fluid velocity v ∞ is varied, varying the well depthf changes the modes dramatically: asf → 1 (i.e. as the well becomes shallow and vanishes), the imaginary part 11 At k = 0, the K ± become proportional to ω. In this special case, these boundary conditions reduce to the usual outgoing ones. 12 For instance, Mathematica's FindRoot. of the modes becomes arbitrarily negative. This must occur, as when the well disappears atf = 1, QNMs cease to exist. Similarly, as the well approaches its maximum depthf → 0, the modes become parametrically small. In particular, they become arbitrarily long-lived, a phenomenon which we interpret as the effect of the well "trapping" modes inside it and preventing them from leaking out to infinity. Finally, note the interesting feature that the n = 0 mode is purely damped. Generically, purely damped modes would lie on a branch cut along the negative imaginary axis, and therefore would not contribute as a QNM to the inverse Laplace transform (2.7). But since the Green's function for the square well does not exhibit this branch cut, we allow purely damped QNMs. This feature should be thought of as an artifact of the piecewise constant potential studied here, and is not expected to be reproduced by a generic potential.
In Figure 7 , we show the effect of increasing k for the choice v ∞ = 0.5,f = 0.5 (other parameters behave similarly). Note that the pure damped mode (n = 0, red in Figure 7 ) runs into the real axis, at which point it hits the branch cut shown in Figure 5(a) . Similarly, the n = 0 modes also drift towards the real axis, but they instead reach the real axis precisely at the branch points ω branch (k) of the asymptotic dispersion relations K ± (ω, k). Once a mode hits a branch cut or branch point, we no longer follow it onto a secondary Riemann surface. Thus we find that for any background (i.e. for any choice of v ∞ andf ), there are modes whose imaginary parts are arbitrarily small, and are therefore arbitrarily longlived. Furthermore, these modes contact the real line at a finite wavenumber k. We will comment further on the importance of these modes in Section 5.
Quasi-normal modes for supersonic flow
Now consider the supersonic case v ∞ > c s , where for Im(ω) > 0 we find
From (2.17), this implies that the retarded Green's function G(x; x ) vanishes when x < x . This is precisely what we would expect on physical grounds: the Green's function gives the response to a delta-function source at x = x , but if the flow is supersonic, any fluid excitations will be "swept downstream" with the fluid, and thus the region x < x upstream of the perturbation cannot be affected. The upshot of this observation is that the Wronskian W (x ) can never vanish, and therefore there are no QNMs at all.
A Smooth Well
The step well has infinite gradients, and therefore is not expected to be well-described by a gradient expansion. We therefore now consider a smooth well, which allows us to keep gradients small. Specifically, we take a Lorentzian:
(3.26)
In the above, we can interpret Φ N (x) = −a/(1 + x 2 /L 2 ) as the Newtonian potential. As mentioned in Section 3.1, we will take a > 0 so that a background flow exists for all v ∞ . We consider only subsonic flows, since supersonic flows admit no QNMs (as discussed at the end of Section 3.3).
The setup here is similar to the step well. At the asymptotic boundaries x → ±∞, f (x) → 1 so the solutions to the master equation (3.8) become 27) where recall that the wave numbers K ±,0 are given by (3.13) withf = 1. As discussed in Section 3.3, QNM boundary conditions require
Recall that in the step well, the mode proportional to A 0 decouples from the other two, so that requiring A 0 to vanish on one side of the well forces it to vanish on the other as well. In Appendix A.3, we show that this decoupling occurs for arbitrary f (x) by rewriting the fluid equations in a basis of asymptotic eigenfunctions. Thus the condition A 0 −∞ = 0 implies A 0 +∞ = 0 as well, and the boundary conditions become
where for notational convenience we have introduced the perturbation vector δΨ i (x) ≡ (δv x (x), δv y (x), δT (x)). The QNMs are thus defined as those ω which admit solutions to the fluid equations (3.7) which satisfy the boundary conditions (3.29). We solve for these modes numerically. We begin by changing to a new coordinate ξ defined via 30) so that ξ ∈ (−1, 1). To impose the boundary conditions (3.29) we redefine the fluid variables via Figure 8 . The first few quasinormal modes of the ideal fluid with f (x) as given in (3.26) . Here, we take v ∞ = 0.55 and a = 0.85. (a): the four lowest QNMs at k = 0, computed by solving the linear eigenvalue problem (higher modes continue along the diagonal). (b): the lowest QNM for nonzero k, computed using Newton-Raphson. As for the square well, the mode tends towards the real axis until Lk crit ≈ 0.806, when it hits the branch point Lω branch (k crit ) ≈ 0.429. This critical mode can also be obtained independently by solving a linear eigenvalue problem; the result is shown in red. The higher modes behave similarly, though they may "spiral" around before approaching the real axis.
With these redefinitions, the boundary conditions require that δψ i be constant on either boundary. In particular, we can use the explicit asymptotic expressions (A.10) to constrain the δψ i at each boundary up to a single normalization constant. Specifically, we require
While the original fluid equations in δΨ i (ξ) are linear in ω, the redefinition (3.31) yields equations for δψ i (ξ) that are non-polynomial in ω. This prevents us from using standard linear eigenvalue solvers to obtain the QNM spectrum. We are fortunately aided by two special cases where the nonlinear eigenvalue problem becomes linear: (i) when k = 0 (so that ν = √ 2 (1−v 2 ∞ )), and (ii) when we enforce that the modes coincide with branch points of ν, so that ν = 0.
Our approach is thus as follows:
1. At k = 0, the equations for δψ i (ξ) yield a linear eigenvalue problem for ω, which we solve using standard eigenvalue methods (pseudospectral collocation on a Chebyshev grid and QZ factorization). This yields a QNM spectrum ω n (k = 0).
2. For k = 0 and ν = 0, we solve the nonlinear eigenvalue problem for the QNMs ω n (k) using Newton-Raphson (discretized in the same way as Step 1), taking the ω n (k = 0) obtained in Step 1 as seeds.
3. For modes that coincide with branch points of ν, we replace ω with ω branch (k) (c.f. equation (3.14)) everywhere in the equations for δψ i (ξ). This sets ν = 0 and yields a linear eigenvalue problem for k, we which we solve using the same methods of Step 1 to obtain a set of k n corresponding to real QNMs ω n (k n ) = ω branch (k n ).
For more details on these numerical algorithms, see e.g. [40] .
In Figure 8 , we show the QNM spectrum we obtained for the parameters v ∞ = 0.55, a = 0.85, for which the numerics converged particularly well (other parameter choices yield qualitatively similar results). At k = 0, all the modes are stable, like in the step well. However, unlike the step well, the damping Im(ω n ) decreases for increasing n. As k is increased, this damping decreases until at Lk = Lk crit ≈ 0.806 the lowest mode hits the branch point Lω branch (k crit ) ≈ 0.429. This critical mode can be obtained independently via Step 3 outlined above. The higher modes behave similarly, though tracking them to the real axis requires using higher numerical precision.
Viscous Effects
We have shown that the ideal fluid equations linearized around the background (3.2) exhibit a continuum of QNMs which are arbitrarily long-lived. Now, recall that our motivation was to study the potential fluid-like instabilities of flowing black holes. However, not all stationary ideal fluid flows can be mapped to stationary black hole solutions. Essentially, this is because ideal fluids do not generate entropy, while flowing black holes necessarily do 14 . For example, on flat space, the stationary laminar flow
is a solution to the ideal fluid equations for any velocity profile v 0 (y). Viscous corrections, however, will require v 0 (y) to be constant. Physically, this is a result of the fact that nontrivial v 0 (y) generates shear and thus entropy at higher orders. Since any gravitational solution will be dissipative, its ideal fluid dual must therefore arise as the zero-viscosity (or high-temperature) limit of a viscous solution.
14 To leading nontrivial order, the divergence of the fluid entropy current J a s is given by Thus in order to ensure that the fluid analysis presented in Section 3 captures the high-temperature limit of a dual flowing black hole, we must confirm that the ideal background flow (3.2) can be thought of as the inviscid limit of a viscous flow. To that end, in Figure 9 we show numerical solutions to the first-order fluid equations with f (x) as given in (3.26) at constant v ∞ = 0.5, a = 0.5 and different values of LT ∞ from 0.01 to 100. These first-order equations are obtained by including the dissipative term
in (1.2), with σ ab the shear of the fluid flow (i.e. the traceless symmetric part of ∇ a u b ). Note that as LT ∞ → ∞, the viscous solutions approach the ideal solution (3.4), and thus our ideal background fluid should well-approximate the high-temperature limit of a flowing black hole.
However, the linear dynamics of viscous flows may exhibit novel behavior not present in the strict inviscid limit. In particular, viscous terms may cause new QNMs to appear which are qualitatively different from the ideal modes found above [41] . Additionally, recall that the ideal fluid modes run into the branch points ω branch at finite momentum k. Viscous corrections may change this behavior, so that the corrected modes may approach a vicinity of the branch points but never be absorbed by them.
where σ ab is the shear of the fluid flow. This divergence is second-order in gradients, and thus is not captured by the ideal fluid equations (which are only first-order in gradients).
The modes may then have a continuation for larger k whose behavior would not be continuously connected to any of the ideal modes.
It would therefore be interesting to generalize our analysis to the viscous fluid equations. Unfortunately, the difficulty involved in a viscous analysis renders it outside the scope of this Paper. Here we comment on some obstacles:
• It is well-known that the first-order fluid equations do not yield a well-posed hyperbolic problem, and in fact can give rise to unphysical instabilities and acausality [42] [43] [44] [45] (this does not prevent us from constructing stationary solutions like those in Figure 9 , however). In order to obtain a well-posed system of equations, one must resort to the second-order fluid equations, as described in e.g. [24] . Thus a consistent linear stability analysis must in fact study the linearization of the second-order fluid equations.
• These second-order fluid equations cannot be solved analytically for the background flow (3.2) . Without an analytic background, it is not possible to obtain toy model analytic solutions to the linearized equations (as we have done for the square well presented in Section 3.3).
• A numerical approach to solving the linearized second-order fluid equations must contend with the fact that they admit five independent dispersion relations, rather than the three obtained for the ideal fluid. Because these five asymptotic behaviors do not decouple in any obvious way, generically a superposition of them is permitted in each asymptotic region x → ±∞. The simple two-sided ansatz (3.31) is insufficient to capture such a superposition, and thus we would need to work in a basis of asymptotic eigenfunctions such as the g i (x) introduced in Appendix A.3.
• The five viscous dispersion relations are non-polynomial in ω, even when k = 0. It is therefore not possible to obtain a linear (or polynomial) eigenvalue problem for ω, and we would need to resort to Newton-Raphson to search for the QNMs. Such a search would require finding good seed solutions, but the only readily available ones are the ideal fluid modes, which would not yield qualitatively new QNMs.
While we can say little about any new QNMs that appear due to viscous corrections, on physical grounds we should expect that viscosity should dampen the ideal modes shown in Figure 8 . Indeed, one can check this by naïvely proceeding as follows. Of the five dispersion relations that appear in the linearized second-order fluid equations, two reduce to K ± (3.13a) in the ideal fluid limit LT ∞ → ∞. By taking the ansatz (3.31) with K ± replaced by these second-order dispersion relations, we search for solutions to the linearized second-order fluid equations using Newton-Raphson with the ideal QNMs as seeds. As expected, we find that at finite LT ∞ the QNMs become more damped (i.e. their imaginary part decreases). We emphasize, however, that this is far from a thorough treatment of the full second-order equations. In particular, the other exponential behaviors are not under good numerical control.
Discussion
In this Paper, we investigated the stability of flowing black holes by working in the hydrodynamic regime. Our approach involved studying the linear stability of an ideal conformal fluid dual to the high-temperature limit of a flowing black hole. Specifically, we considered laminar flows over gravitational potential wells. For these flows, we found no unstable modes, but on any subsonic background flow we found a continuum of arbitrarily long-lived modes at finite transverse momentum k near k crit (and its analogs for higher overtone numbers n). Interestingly, these modes persist even in the limit where the background flow velocity vanishes, at least for the square well. Our results are tantalizing: though we have found no linear instability, these arbitrarily long-lived modes imply that nonlinear interactions may play an important role in a full dynamical evolution of the fluid equations. In fact, as discussed in Section 1, an Orr-Sommerfeld analysis of many solutions to the Navier-Stokes equation does not yield any unstable modes. However, a fully nonlinear treatment (either through full time evolution of the Navier-Stokes equation or performing an experiment) finds that virtually all flows are unstable at sufficiently high Re. Since the ideal fluid has vanishing viscosity, it can formally be thought of as the limit Re → ∞, and thus would be expected to always be unstable.
In addition to nonlinear mechanisms, it is possible that linear but non-modal effects may play a role. Indeed, a linear non-modal analysis of the nonrelativistic Navier-Stokes equation, wherein one studies the "pseudospectrum" of the linearized system, reveals that linear effects can lead to a large but finite amplification of small initial data. We defer to [31] for details.
Of course, the reader may note that the inclusion of viscosity might suppress any potential nonlinear interactions that would give rise to instabilities, since viscous corrections might render the lifetime of the ideal fluid modes finite. But this would only be true at small Re: since the ideal fluid emerges as the high-Re (low-viscosity) limit of the viscous equations, we would expect the lifetime of these modes to be parametrically large in 1/Re. Thus if nonlinear interactions do play an important role in the ideal fluid, they should still be present in the viscous equations at sufficiently high Re. This is entirely consistent with usual fluid dynamics, where flows are typically unstable only at sufficiently high Re. Similar arguments also apply to the viscous psuedospectrum: any damping would be expected to be parametrically small in 1/Re, and thus any non-modal amplification will still occur for sufficiently large Re.
An analogy can be drawn to near-extremal Kerr black holes, which exhibit QNMs with characteristic timescales parametrically large in the inverse extremality parameter. As argued (and demonstrated via a toy model) in [32] , a nonlinear parametric resonance instability between these long-lived QNMs of Kerr induces a turbulent-like cascade of energy between them. It is conceivable that a similar phenomenon might occur in flowing black holes.
Of course, verifying whether nonlinear or non-modal effects play an important role requires an analysis that goes beyond that performed here. In analogy with [32] , one might try to construct a toy model that captures the nonlinear inter-mode coupling to show how energy might be exchanged between long-lived modes. However, a more proper treatment should also include viscous effects, which as discussed in Section 4 introduce substantial challenges. For these reasons, we believe the most conclusive study would be a fully time-dependent numerical simulation of either the fluid flow or the gravitational solution itself. This approach would have the added benefit of providing the end state of any potential instability, which could exhibit structure different from currently known gravitational instabilities. We therefore leave this dynamical construction to future work.
We close with some remarks. First, one may also be tempted to draw analogies to global AdS, where there are an infinite number of undamped modes which are generically suspected to lead to a nonlinear instability [46, 47] . However, this instability may be intimately tied to the fact that the spectrum is resonant. Our system, unlike pure global AdS, is very different in that it involves high temperatures with large horizons, has a non-compact boundary metric, and likely does not have a resonant spectrum.
Second, while we focused only on computing QNMs, recall from the discussion in Section 2 that branch cuts of the retarded Green's function also contribute to the time evolution of initial data. Since the QNMs we have found eventually get "absorbed" by this branch cut, it would be interesting to study its contribution to the late-time behavior of fluid perturbations.
Finally, it is known [48] that the non-relativistic, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations emerge as a scaling limit from the relativistic equations (1.1). One might therefore wonder if studying the non-relativistic scaling limit of our system might lead to further insights into its stability. In fact, in this scaling limit, our system on the particular background (3.1) reduces to a uniform, unforced fluid flow on flat space. Such a system is clearly nonlinearly stable, and thus offers little new insight 15 .
where recall that α ≡ 2v ∞ 1 − v 2 ∞ , and
2 δv y (x) +2iω f (x) 2 − v 0 (x) 2 δT (x) , (A.3a)
S y (x) = 1 v 0 (x) iω δv y (x) − ik f (x) 2 − v 0 (x) 2 δT (x) , (A.3b)
where v 0 (x) is the background local fluid velocity, given explicitly in terms of f (x) and v ∞ in (3.4a).
A.2 Stitching Conditions
A discontinuity of f (x) should be thought of as a limiting case of a smooth f (x). In order to obtain stitching conditions on the fluid perturbations, we therefore consider integrating the equations (3.7) across a sharp but smooth jump in f (x). At such a jump (which for simplicity we will take to be at x = 0), f (x) will be large, and thus the terms on the right-hand side of equations (A.1) will not contribute. For example, to obtain the discontinuity in δv x (x), we divide (A.1a) by δv x (x) and integrate across x = 0:
Assuming that S x (x)/δv x (x) is finite near x = 0, in the limit → 0 16 the right-hand side of the above vanishes and we can integrate the terms on the left-hand side to obtain δv x (0 + ) δv x (0 − ) = exp
where f ± ≡ f (0 ± ) are the values of f (x) on the left and right sides of the discontinuity. We obtain an analogous expression for the discontinuity in δv y (x), while for δT (x) we rearrange (A.1c) into
, (A.6) after which we can use (A.1a) to replace δv x (x)/δv x (x) and integrate as before to obtain where we have written the expressions in terms of the background velocities v ± = v 0 (0 ± ), which via (3.4a) are related to the asymptotic fluid velocity v ∞ :
Note that we have assumed v ∞ < c s in choosing the sign inside the first square root.
A.3 Decoupling of the Zero Mode
In order to show that the zero mode e iK 0 x decouples from the other two, we re-express the fluid equations in terms of the asymptotic eigenfunctions corresponding to the three modes K ±,0 . To do so, first note that in a region of constant f (x) =f (and therefore constant v 0 (x) =v), full solutions to (3.7) can be written as with K ±,0 andν defined as in (3.13a). For general f (x), we use the above expressions to define new fluid variables g + (x), g − (x), and g 0 (x) by making the substitutionsf → f (x),v → v 0 (x), and A ±,0 → g ±,0 (x). Note that we also replacev andf in the expressions for K ±,0 andν, so that
,
We then re-express the fluid equations in terms of g ±,0 (x). Though this redefinition is nontrivial and consequently the resulting equations contain more terms, they are engineered to remove the source terms in (3.7):
as when f (x) = 0 the g i (x) must be constants by construction. Note that (A.12) should be thought of as a continuum version of (3.19) . Indeed, while we will not provide the terms in M ij (x) explicitly, we note that just as in the step well, M 0+ = 0 = M 0− . Thus as advertised in the main text, the equation for g 0 (x) decouples from the other two: Thus due to the decoupling of g 0 (x), the second of these conditions implies that g 0 (x) = 0 everywhere, so that A 0 +∞ = g 0 (x → +∞) = 0 as well.
